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Test probes 
 

1001-991 
3 wire test lead set (1.4m) 
 
Includes: 4mm plug leads (red, blue and green), croc clips and 
probes to GS38 (red, blue and green), plus extended probes for 
testing in deep terminals (red and blue). 
 
Recommended for use with:  
MFT1700 series, MFT1800 series 
 
Also compatible with:  
MFT1500 series 

 
 

1001-975 
Fused 3 wire test lead set (1.4m) 
 
Includes: 10 A fused 4mm plug leads (red, blue and green), 
croc clips and probes to GS38 (red, blue and green), plus 
extended probes for testing in deep terminals (red and blue). 
 
Recommended for use with:  
MFT1700 series, MFT1800 series 
 
Also compatible with:  
MFT1500 series 

 
1005-135 
3 wire test lead set (1.3m) 
 
Includes: 4mm plug leads (red, blue and green), croc clips and 
probes to GS38 (red, blue and green). 
 
Recommended for use with:  
MFT1500 series 
 
Also compatible with:  

             MFT1700 series, MFT1800 series 
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1001-883 
3 wire test lead set (1.4m) 
 
Includes: 3 leads (red, black and green) splitting out from 
special 3 pin Megger plug, croc clips and probes to GS38 (red, 
black and green). 
 
Recommended for use with: 
MFT1500 series, LRCD200 series, LT310/320/330, CM400, 
CM300, LT7 
 
Also compatible with:  

              RCDT300 series 
 

1001-876 
3 wire test lead set (1.4m) 
 
Includes: 3 leads (red, black and green) splitting out from 
special 5 pin Megger plug, croc clips and probes to GS38 (red, 
black and green). 
 
Recommended for use with: 
CM500, CM400/2, CM300/2, BMM2000 series, LCB2000 series 
 
 
 

 
 
1001-874 
2 wire test lead set (1.5m) 
 
Includes: 2 leads (red and black) splitting out from special 5 pin 
Megger plug, croc clips and probes to GS38 (red and black) 
 
Recommended for use with: 
CM500, CM400/2, CM300/2, BMM2000 series 
 
 

 
 
1001-875 
2 wire test lead set (5m) 
 
Includes: 2 leads (red and black) splitting out from special 5 pin 
Megger plug, croc clips and probes to GS38 (red and black) 
 
Recommended for use with: 
CM500, CM400/2, CM300/2, BMM2000 series 
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1002-001 
2 wire test lead set (1.4m) 
 
Includes: 4mm plug leads (red and black), croc clips and probes 
to GS38 (red and black), plus extended probes for testing in 
deep terminals (red and black). 
 
Recommended for use with: 
MIT200 series, MIT300 series, MIT400 series, AVO300 series, 
AVO410, DCM300 series 
 
 

 
1002-015 
Fused 2 wire test lead set (1.5m) 
 
Includes: 500 mA fused 4mm plug leads (red and black), croc 
clips and probes to GS38 (red and black), plus extended probes 
for testing in deep terminals (red and black). 
 
Recommended for use with: 
MIT200 series, MIT300 series, MIT400 series, AVO300 series, 
AVO410, DCM300 series 
 
 

 

1001-976 
2 wire test lead set (1.4m) 
 
Includes: 4mm plug leads (red and green), croc clips and probes 
to GS38 (red and green), plus extended probes for testing in 
deep terminals (red and green). 
 
Recommended for use with: 
LTW300 series, LTW425, LT300, RCDT300 series, LRCD200 
series 
 
 

 

1001-977 
Fused 2 wire test lead set (1.5m) 
 
Includes: 10 A fused 4mm plug leads (red and green), croc clips 
and probes to GS38 (red and green), plus extended probes for 
testing in deep terminals (red and green). 
 
Recommended for use with: 
LTW300 series, LTW425, LT300, RCDT300 series, LRCD200 
series 
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1002-774 
SP5 Switched Probe (1.5m) 
 
Red probe with built in test button to allow you to use both 
hands while testing. 
 
Recommended for use with: 
MFT1700 series, MFT1800 series 
 
 
 
 
1001-884 
SP4F Switched Probe (1.5m) 
 
Red probe with built in test button to allow you to use both 
hands while testing. 
 
Recommended for use with: 
MFT1500 series, MIT320/330 
 
 

 
 

6311-089 
SPL1000 Illuminated Switched Probe 
 
Red probe with built in test button to allow you to use both hands 
while testing. Also has built in torch and is supplied with different 
sized probe tips. 
 
Recommended for use with: 
MFT1500 series, MIT320/330 
 

 
 

1002-490 
Complete set of probes and croc clips for MFT 
 
Includes: Croc clips (red, blue and green), GS38 probe tips 
(red, blue and green) plus extended probes (red and blue). 
 
Recommended for use with: 
1001-991 (3 wire lead set for MFT1700/MFT1800) 
1001-975 (Fused 3 wire lead set for MFT1700/MFT1800) 
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1002-491 
Complete set of probes and croc clips for MIT 
 
Includes: Croc clips (red, blue and green), GS38 probe tips (red, 
blue and green) plus extended probes (red and blue). 
 
Recommended for use with: 
1002-001 (2 wire lead set for MIT200/300/400) 
1002-015 (Fused 2 wire lead set for MIT200/300/400) 
 
 
 

 
  6121-562 
  Replacement probe tips for SPL1000 
 
  Replacement set of probe tips for the SPL1000 switched probe. 
   
  Recommended for use with: 
  6311-089 (SPL1000 Illuminated Switched Probe for MFT1500  
  series, MIT320/330) 

 
1000-215 
ETL30 - 30m extension test lead 
1000-217 
ETL50 - 50m extension test lead 
 
Green 30m or 50m R2 lead, including green croc clip. 
 
Recommended for use with: 
MFT1700 series, MFT1800 series, MFT1500 series, MIT200 series, 
MIT300 series, MIT400 series 
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Mains test leads 
 

6220-810 
SIA10 socket interface adaptor (UK) (1.2m) 
 
Break out lead for testing at standard UK plug sockets. Consists 
of BS1363 plug separating to three 4mm plugs. 
 
Recommended for use with:  
MFT1700 series, MFT1800 series, LTW series 
 
Also compatible with:  

           MFT1500 series, LRCD200 series, RCDT300 series, LT300,  
           LT310/320/330, MIT200 series, MIT300 series, MIT400 series 
 

6220-740 
Mains test lead (UK) (1.3m) 
 
BS1363 plug to special 3 pin plug for Megger test equipment. 
 
Recommended for use with: 
MFT1500 series, LRCD200 series, RCDT300 series, LT310/320/330, 
CM400, CM300, LT7 
 
 

 
6231-633 
Mains test lead (UK) (1m) 
 
BS1363 plug to special 5 pin plug for Megger test equipment. 
 
Recommended for use with: 
CM500, CM400/2, CM300/2, BMM2000 series, LCB2000 series 
 
 
 

 
6220-828 
SIA20 socket interface adaptor (AUS) (1.4m) 
 
Break out lead for testing at Australian plug sockets. Consists of 
AS/NZS 3112 plug separating to three 4mm plugs. 
 
Recommended for use with:  
Australian versions of; MFT1700 series, MFT1800 series, LTW 
series 
 
Also compatible with:  

             Australian versions of; MFT1500 series, LRCD200 series,  
             RCDT300 series, LT300, LT310/320/330, MIT200 series, MIT300 
             series, MIT400 series 
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2000-674 
SIA45 socket interface adaptor (SCHUKO) (1.4m) 
 
Break out lead for testing at SCHUKO plug sockets. Consists of 
CEE 7/4 plug separating to three 4mm plugs. 
 
Recommended for use with:  
German, French, Spanish and Dutch versions of; MFT1700 
series, MFT1800 series, LTW series 
 
Also compatible with:  

              German, French, Spanish and Dutch versions of; MFT1500           
              series, LRCD200 series, RCDT300 series, LT300, LT310/320/330, 
              MIT200 series, MIT300 series, MIT400 series 
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